PLURALISM IN CORPORATE FORM: CORPORATE LAW AND BENEFIT CORPS.
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INTRODUCTION

Social enterprise has generated widespread interest in recent years.\(^1\) Sometimes called “social entrepreneurship,” social enterprise is a general term used to describe an approach to business that, while aiming to produce profits, also seeks in a significant way to advance one or more social or environmental goals—i.e., a so-called “dual mission.”\(^2\) The social enterprise movement has spawned legal as well as business reform, and several states have enacted laws authorizing new forms of business entities to accommodate these emergent “hybrid” companies.\(^3\) These novel legal–business arrangements include low-profit limited liability companies (“L3Cs”),\(^4\) flexible purpose corporations,\(^5\) and benefit corporations (“Benefit Corps.”).\(^6\)


\(^3\) These laws are well summarized by Professor Haskell Murray. J. Haskell Murray, Choose Your Own Master: Social Enterprise, Certifications, and Benefit Corporation Statutes, 2 AM. U. BUS. L. REV. 1 (2012).

\(^4\) As of this writing, nine states and two federal jurisdictions have adopted statutes permitting the creation of L3C limited liability companies. Laws, AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY DEV., http://www.americansforcommunitydevelopment.org/legislation.html (last visited Mar. 4, 2013). For various critical treatments of L3Cs, see J. William Callison
Pioneered by Maryland in 2010, Benefit Corp. statutes subsequently sailed through the New York and New Jersey legislatures without a single dissenting vote. Later proposals, however, such as one currently stalled in Colorado, for example, have sometimes faced


See MD. CODE ANN., CORPS. & ASS’NS § 5-6C-01 (West Supp. 2012).


Moreover, legal commentators have leveled strong criticisms at all legal forms of hybrid companies, particularly L3Cs, but also Benefit Corps. These critiques are frequently of a business or financial nature and range, for example, from grave doubts about the prospects for meaningful capital formation to concerns over the likely success of the socially responsible “branding” strategy aimed at consumers. But thoughtful scholars have raised very pointed legal criticisms as well.

For example, in April 2012, the ABA Business Law Section, on behalf of the Committee on Limited Liability Companies, Partnerships, and Unincorporated Entities and the Committee on Nonprofit Organizations, submitted a letter and attachment making a number of highly critical legal points about L3Cs, using such words as “misleading” and “serious risk” and “dangerously.” Clearly, for many, the legal jury is, at best, still out on the new hybrid forms, particularly the L3C version, while for others, the verdict already is in and a quick death is the suggested sentence.

This Article addresses selected issues raised by Benefit Corps. It begins critically, faulting Benefit Corp. legislation, like all hybrid form statutes, for misunderstanding that traditional for-profit corporations (reengrossed bill). Benefit Corp. legislation has also been introduced into eleven other jurisdictions: Alabama, Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, and the District of Columbia. For a current look at pending and approved legislation, visit State by State Legislative Status, BENEFIT CORP INFO. CENTER, http://www.benefitcorp.net/state-by-state-legislative-status (last visited Mar. 4, 2013).


11 See supra note 4.


14 See generally Brakman Reiser, supra note 6; Murray, supra note 3, at 27–33.

(like LLCs) are legally free to pursue social or environmental goals and, except in limited circumstances in Delaware most notably, are not required to maximize corporate profits and/or shareholder wealth. But from there the Article, although making a number of critical points and suggestions for statutory change, takes a more positive stance on Benefit Corps. and argues that they usefully disrupt the current business landscape and shed instructive light on certain unexamined premises in corporate law. Consequently, for both legal and business reasons, it is premature to conclude that they will not play an important role, both culturally and intellectually. Moreover, Benefit Corps. closely resemble early American corporations that largely were formed to advance public-serving purposes, not private gain, and thus, historically, they represent a return to early practices as well as a seeming ultra-modern innovation in corporate form. In addition, they exemplify the growing phenomenon of institutional pluralism in which a diverse array of organizations serves to mediate between the individual and the state and to advance a variety of social goals, but without statist control. This pluralism is serving to overcome longstanding and overly stark dichotomies that simplistically categorize activity (and actors) as either profit or nonprofit, and as either public or private.

A further “benefit” of Benefit Corps. is that they usefully illuminate, but only partially meliorate, deep confusion within traditional corporate law over the relationship of three core concepts—fiduciary duties, corporate purpose, and the corporation’s best interests. Still, although conceptually Benefit Corps. move from a shareholder-centric toward a stakeholder-centric model of corporateness, they stop short of a truly new “corporate,” mission-centric model and theory of corporateness. Instead, reflecting doctrinal and theory failures in corporate law generally, they embody an alloy of shareholder and stakeholder elements. This is true at the organizational level of theory and the individual level of theory. As to the latter, Benefit Corps., following prevailing corporate law and theory generally, fail to move beyond an individualistic, self-interested anthropology of business participants to one where their role is to serve the larger, common good. And although Benefit Corps., for a variety of reasons, could set back efforts to bolster corporate responsibility in the traditional for-profit sector, as this Article acknowledges, there also are reasons to believe, at this stage, that they might enhance it. Or, at least, it is too early to tell whether Benefit Corps. will bring a net advance in corporate responsibility or simply lead to a migration of such efforts away from the traditional corporate sector and into the social enterprise segment.

This Article is organized into five parts. Part I describes the faulty but understandable premise of Benefit Corps. as a legal reform movement. Part II sets Benefit Corps. into the broader context of
evolving institutional pluralism in American society. Part III explains how Benefit Corps provide a useful lens for spotlighting the continuing muddle in traditional corporate law over fiduciary duties and their relationship to corporate purpose and a corporation’s best interests. Here, Benefit Corps illuminate the problem but offer only a partial and less than satisfactory fix, one that reflects the current lack of a truly “corporate” theory of the corporation. Part IV considers various arguments as to why Benefit Corps might or might not adversely affect corporate responsibility in the for-profit sector more generally. This Article ends with a brief conclusion.

I. THE LEGALLY FAULTY, BUT UNDERSTANDABLE AND COMMENDABLE, PREMISE OF BENEFIT CORPS.

The foundational “White Paper” on Benefit Corps states that a significant rationale for them is “the default position [within corporate law that] tends to favor the traditional fiduciary responsibility to maximize returns to shareholders over the company’s social mission.”16 Later, the White Paper summarily and sweepingly states that the U.S. legal system governing business corporations is not structured to address companies that solve social problems.17 This Part of this Article now briefly explains how the White Paper’s first assertion is wrong, or at least highly debatable, as a positive law matter and how the second statement appears to be unmindful of corporate law history. Nonetheless, the positions in the White Paper are perfectly understandable given widespread beliefs about legal mandates on corporate purpose, and the White Paper commendably seeks to “work around” those widely held, if mistaken, perceptions.

A. Current Law and Corporate Purpose

This author and others have addressed the law of corporate purpose before,18 and this author currently is preparing more extensive articles on that specific subject.19 What is striking about various contemporary writings on corporate purpose is that so many commentators believe the

---

16 White Paper, supra note 5, at 6.
17 Id. at 7.
19 See, e.g., Lyman Johnson, Unsettledness in Corporate Law: Business Judgment Rule, Corporate Purpose, 38 DEL. J. CORP L. (forthcoming 2013). For a balanced treatment of the debate within the corporate law community over whether the law requires profit maximization, see Murray, supra note 3.
law does not clearly mandate shareholder wealth or profit maximization. Instead, the better view is that the law is (and should be) agnostic on the subject of corporate purpose. After all, the positive law cited in support of a shareholder wealth maximization stricture is remarkably thin and highly ambiguous. The so-called “leading case” of Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. is from 1919 and in dictum expressed a shareholder-centric purpose, but the decision itself, although mandating payment of yet additional dividends, did nothing to alter Henry Ford’s avowed strategy of attending to the wellbeing of employees and consumers. Moreover, Ford had already paid returns to the plaintiffs of a magnitude that would make a modern hedge fund manager green with envy, thereby undercutting any suggestion that Ford was not taking excellent care of investors, even as he sought to serve other worthy goals as well. In ordering additional dividends, the case provided the plaintiff-investors with a remedy of an even greater financial return but not a remedy of altering corporate purpose. And even there, in interfering with directorial business judgment regarding dividends, the case is an outlier. The case is of dubious and lonely authority for other reasons as well.

In Delaware, the 2010 eBay decision is touted by some, including the White Paper, as mandating shareholder primacy. Yet, the opinion cited no authority for its assertions on that point and, as in Dodge, did

---

20 See Murray supra note 3, at 5–8 (collecting commentary); Underberg, supra note 8 (“The problem is that its primary rationale rests on the mistaken, though widely-held, premise that existing law prevents boards of directors from considering the impact of corporate decisions on other stakeholders, the environment or society at large.”).


22 The plaintiffs owned 10% of the outstanding stock of Ford Motor Company and contributed $200,000 of the original $2 million in invested capital. Id. at 669–70. From 1903 through 1915, the Ford Motor Company paid $41 million in special dividends, plus a regular quarterly dividend. Id. at 670. Thus, the plaintiffs received $4.1 million in special dividends alone, representing a stunning return of approximately twenty times their initial investment.

23 Id. at 684 (referring to “incidental benefit of shareholders”).

24 See FRANKLIN A. GEVURTZ, CORPORATION LAW § 2.3.1, at 154 (2d ed. 2010) (“[C]ourts have been hesitant to find an abuse of discretion [with respect to dividends] in the absence of fairly extraordinary facts.”).

25 See Johnson, supra note 18, at 9–11.

26 eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 35 (Del. Ch. 2010).

nothing to alter craigslist’s business focus strategy. In addition, it is remarkable that, lacking any statutory predicate for doing so, a public judge would order a business to pursue (or not pursue) a corporate strategy that was thoughtfully established by the company’s own lawfully constituted governance body. Outside Delaware, moreover, over half of the states have expressly permitted consideration of non-shareholder constituencies in a way that blunts judicially prescribed shareholder primacy.

Some commentators, on the other hand, think the law does so mandate. Thus, at best, unlike so many core subjects in corporate law that are utterly noncontroversial, the foundational issue of corporate purpose remains, in the year 2013, legally unsettled. Non-law factors, including business and educational lore, business conventions and norms, and faulty understandings of law, for example, are the chief influencers of today’s thinking on corporate purpose.

If the law does not definitively require shareholder wealth or profit maximization—and certainly no statute does so—but there is nonetheless a widely held perception that the law does so dictate, then the White Paper assertion noted above becomes more understandable, both legally and pragmatically. As does this statement about the legal effect of Benefit Corp. statutes: “[They] would ease or eliminate the risk of suit by shareholders for failure to maximize financial returns.” And Etsy company’s recent and highly illustrative statement as to why it had chosen to become a Benefit Corp. also becomes clear: “We believe that the best long-term stewards of Internet-based networks and marketplaces will focus on value creation for all participants instead of solely on shareholders. B corporations provide a legal foundation

---

28 The opinion struck down certain anti-takeover measures as a remedy, but it did not mandate a change in the business strategy of craigslist. eBay, 16 A.3d at 41. The eBay opinion is more fully discussed in Johnson, supra note 19.


30 See Murray, supra note 3, at 5–6 (citing commentary); see also Strine, supra note 27, at 155.

31 Countless topics could be noted. For example, shareholders elect directors, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141(d) (2011), and the board of directors issues stock, see, e.g., id. § 152, both of which are fundamental matters clearly addressed by statute.

32 See Johnson, supra note 18, at 2; Murray, supra note 3, at 18 & n.76 (citing Loizos Heracleous & Luh Luh Lan, The Myth of Shareholder Capitalism, HARV. BUS. REV. (Apr. 2010), http://hbr.org/2010/04/the-myth-of-shareholder-capitalism/ar/1 (citing a study that found directors believe they must maximize shareholder wealth)).

33 See supra text accompanying note 16.

34 Kelley, supra note 13, at 369.
perfectly supporting this much more comprehensive outlook.”35 Surely, behind that statement lurks the ghost of Chancellor Chandler’s statement about the errant ways of “Internet-based” craigslist in the 2010 eBay decision.36

As this author has earlier noted, the above statements about the need for Benefit Corp. legislation result from “the perception . . . that for-profit corporations must/should serve shareholder interests exclusively or primarily.”37 And consequently, these perceptions, which stem from “conventional wisdom,” however faulty or ill-founded that wisdom may be, “are the key for law reform.”38 Law reform, after all, typically takes place against a perception of need for corrective action, whether grounded rightly or wrongly.39

B. History and Corporate Purpose

Whatever one believes the purpose of corporate endeavor is (or should be) today, it is helpful to remember that social expectations of U.S. corporations are fluid, and that they can and have changed.40 Prior to the nineteenth century, for example, many corporations were charged with carrying out public-serving functions.41 “Thus, colleges, guilds, and municipalities were often organized as corporations, as were such public-serving transportation ventures as canals or turnpikes.”42 During the colonial period, colonial legislatures had chartered a mere seven


36 eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 34 (Del. Ch. 2010) (“[T]he craigslist directors are bound . . . to promote the value of the corporation for the benefit of its stockholders.”).

37 Johnson Blog Comment, supra note 37; accord Murray, supra note 3, at 17–19.


39 As succinctly stated by Holmes, “The first requirement of a sound body of law is, that it should correspond with the actual feelings and demands of the community, whether right or wrong.” O.W. HOLMES, JR., THE COMMON LAW 41 (London, MacMillan & Co. 1887).


41 Johnson, supra note 41, at 1145.
business corporations. By 1800, only about 335 business corporations had been chartered, and most were organized in just the last few years of the eighteenth century. In short, the business corporation formed primarily for private gain—as we know it today—was not a predominant figure in this country’s early social landscape. Moreover, during this period, there appears to have been a special correlating of corporateness with public-oriented service of a sort that did not exist with business activity more generally. An illustrative statement of the early “public-serving” belief about the legal quality of corporateness can be seen in an 1809 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia opinion affirming the legislative chartering of an insurance company. Referring specifically to acts of incorporation, the court noted the following:

[T]hey ought never to be passed, but in consideration of services to be rendered to the public. . . . It may be often convenient for a set of associated individuals, to have the privileges of a corporation bestowed upon them; but if their object is merely private or selfish; if it is detrimental to, or not promotive of, the public good, they have no adequate claim upon the legislature for the privilege.

In this portion of the opinion, the court referred twice to the privileges of corporate status and twice to the element of public service. This judicial opinion exemplifies the belief that, in the early nineteenth century, there was no inherent legal right (or settled expectation) to carry on business in the corporate form for the chief purpose of private financial gain. Thus, Benefit Corps. in one sense represent a twenty-first century return to early U.S. expectations of corporate activity, as leavened by a long period from the early nineteenth century to the present when corporations organized for private gain became predominant due to undoubted overall social utility. And this turn toward the “private” corporation was because the corporation was an ideal social as well as business and legal vehicle for propelling industrial growth in a society that organized the bulk of its economic activity in the private sector. Thus, the pure “for profit” corporation never has been legally mandated

43 LESLIE A. WHITE, MODERN CAPITALIST CULTURE 355 (Burton J. Brown et al. eds., 2008).
44 Id.
45 Currie’s Adm’rs v. Mut. Assurance Soc’y, 14 Va. (4 Hen. & M.) 315, 347–48 (1809) (emphasis added); see also Johnson, supra note 41, at 1146. Interestingly, while the Virginia Supreme Court referred to “associated individuals,” it still insisted that such a notion of corporateness supports a public-serving function. The Virginia Bill of Rights of 1776 explicitly stated that “no man, or set of men, is entitled to exclusive or separate emoluments or privileges from the community, but in consideration of public services.” VA. CONST. art. 1, § 4. The Virginia Supreme Court applied this provision to corporations in its 1809 decision. See Currie’s Adm’rs, 14 Va. (4 Hen. & M.) at 347.
46 See Johnson, supra note 41, at 1153–54 (describing corporate features undergirding nineteenth-century business growth).
but rather evolved as a permitted (and desired) legal form to efficiently serve social and economic functions. Historically, then, the for-profit corporate form stands between early corporations, most of which chiefly advanced public-serving purposes, and Benefit Corp. statutes, which likewise expressly permit (but do not require) the pursuit of profits while mandating the advancement of purposes other than pure profit maximization.

The White Paper, therefore, may have forgotten corporate history, just as it may have misjudged today’s law of corporate purpose. But the position it advances—to legally enable beneficial corporations to serve mixed purposes—reconnects twenty-first century corporation law to early American law and permits corporations that are not nonprofit in nature to seek profits without having to maximize those profits. In this way, Benefit Corps. introduce a greater measure of institutional pluralism into law and business, the subject of the next Part.

II. INSTITUTIONAL PLURALISM AND BENEFIT CORPS.

Over the last two decades, there has been a seeming proliferation of new forms of business association. We have witnessed the rise of the limited liability company (“LLC”), the limited liability partnership (“LLP”), the limited liability limited partnership (“LLLP”), and the statutory trust. Consequently, few business persons, lawyers, scholars, and judges—not to mention law students—are likely to desire yet one more type of business entity to contend with.

But in reality, the only truly revolutionary breakthrough was the LLC. To be sure, the LLP and LLLP reversed a longstanding personal liability rule for general partners, but that rule change took place within an existing, if admittedly evolving, form of business-entity framework. And all of those types of business associations are noncorporate in form. In the corporate arena, although certain features of the law have changed over time, no dramatically new forms have emerged. In fact, the Model Close Corporation Supplement was

49 See, e.g., id. § 17-214.
51 See, e.g., id. tit. 6, §§ 15-307(c), 17-403(d) (Supp. 2012).
52 For example, both the Uniform Partnership Act and the Uniform Limited Partnership Act were revised. See Unif. P'Ship Act (1997); Unif. Ltd. P'Ship Act (2001).
53 For example, changes of various kinds have been made to the Model Business Corporation Act and to Delaware’s Corporate Code over the years. See, e.g., Model Bus. Corp. Act, at xi–xxvii (2010).
Thus, the addition of Benefit Corp. statutes does not exactly overpopulate the menu of corporate business forms but, rather, adds just one entree to the prior slim pickings. Furthermore, the Benefit Corp. statutory provisions, although separate, are melded with the general incorporation statute, and that statute applies except where specifically displaced by the Benefit Corp. sections. Thus, Benefit Corp. legislation is built on a standard corporate law platform even as it legally reengineers it in novel ways. As aptly observed by the Supreme Court of Delaware: “[I]t is hardly absurd for the General Assembly to design a system promoting maximum business entity diversity.”

At a more general and theoretical level than business organizational form, the addition of the Benefit Corp. option represents an example of what Professor Stephen Monsma has called “structural pluralism.” Writing in the specific context of faith-based organizations, Monsma notes how, today, these organizations provide an array of social services of a type the government might typically supply, thereby blurring somewhat an overly dichotomous understanding of the “public” and “private” spheres of action. Similarly, certain traditional for-profit entities deliver government-like prison, foster care, and welfare services. In a parallel way, given that Benefit Corps., although “private” corporations, must seek to provide a “public” benefit, we see a similar blurring and converging of the “public” and “private” character in what might be called “benefit-based” organizations. The result is greater pluralism in corporate form and law.

Structural pluralism, Monsma observes, insists on the unavoidable existence and crucial importance in all human societies of a diversity of social institutions and structures. Human beings do not exist purely as autonomous, [discrete] individuals nor as individuals united only by belonging to a national political community. All human beings do not exist purely as autonomous, [discrete] individuals nor as individuals united only by belonging to a national political community.

53 See ROBERT W. HAMILTON ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON CORPORATIONS INCLUDING PARTNERSHIPS AND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES 391 (11th ed. 2010) (describing withdrawal of the supplement due to belief that few corporations elected close corporation status).
55 See id. §§ 13.1-783; Brakman Reiser, supra note 6, at 595–96 & n.25.
58 Id. at 42–43.
60 See infra Part III.
societies are marked by a multiplicity of intermediate social structures that lie between individuals and the national political community: families, religious congregations, neighborhood groups, social clubs, nonprofit social service organizations, universities, businesses, labor unions, athletic leagues, and a host of other such social structures.\(^{62}\)

A variety of scholars, including John Dewey, Robert Nisbet, and several communitarian thinkers, have noted that numerous and quite diverse social groups and forms of voluntary association “mediate” between the individual and the state.\(^{63}\) In essence, structural pluralism places great “weight on the social nature of human beings”\(^{64}\) and “emphasizes the existence of a plurality of social structures in society.”\(^{65}\) And there is no reason why, with respect to business corporations, there cannot be a pluralism of market-oriented entities designed to advance different purposes. Here, it is useful to recall conservative sociologist Robert Nisbet’s emphasis on how mediating social structures grow out of shared “communities of purpose,” and how the free market itself is dependent on such social structures and has never “rested upon purely individualistic drives.”\(^{66}\)

There seems to be no good reason to have only an organizational biculture in which, on the one hand, no profit may inure to private persons in a nonprofit corporation and, on the other hand, the singular purpose in a for-profit corporation must be to zealously maximize profits. On a spectrum where those two institutional objectives occupy polar ends, there lies an intermediate range of possible business purposes that combine some level of return to “private” investors with the simultaneous pursuit of more “public” or “social” benefits. As noted in a 2009 report, as corporations become increasingly active in the social sphere, we will likely witness a “wider array of structural options and a greater willingness to experiment.”\(^{67}\) The law should facilitate, not impede, the design of ever more refined firm structures.

Pluralism is important at the individual level as well as the institutional level. Many persons—whether out of philosophical or

---

\(^{62}\) Monsma, supra note 58, at 124. There are others as well, of course, such as producer and consumer co-operatives and private schools.

\(^{63}\) Id. at 125–27.

\(^{64}\) Id. at 123.

\(^{65}\) Id. at 127.

\(^{66}\) Id. at 126–27.

religious convictions or other beliefs—seek work (and a workplace) where meaning beyond material gain for investors can be pursued and where vocation puts principle into practice. Work can be a way to serve fellow humans, worship one’s God, and derive personal fulfillment, as well as gain a livelihood. Creating different sorts of institutional “space” for these endeavors would seem as socially (and personally) useful as providing a statutory vehicle designed to maximize returns to capital providers. And as to capital providers themselves, law should acknowledge the possible heterogeneity of preferences rather than assume a shared taste for “maximizing” at all costs.

Consequently, although the new Benefit Corp. form of business organization is a standard, ready-made legal arrangement, it is to be expected that there will be a vast array of different Benefit Corp. businesses serving myriad purposes. Thus, Benefit Corp. statutes do not simply create one additional way of doing business; they facilitate a host of possible ways to creatively pursue, in varying degrees no doubt, both private gain and public benefit. That is the pluralism of institutional pluralism. The Benefit Corp., in other words, is a legal genre in which various “species” of social enterprise may experiment and operate. This not only helps dissolve simplistic, categorical thinking about profit/nonprofit and public/private organizational forms, it enriches the available ecology of business ventures. That state legislatures would act to enable such enhanced pluralism is, as the Delaware Supreme Court noted, “hardly absurd.”

III. ILLUMINATING THE CONFUSION OVER THE CORPORATION’S BEST INTERESTS, CORPORATE PURPOSE, AND FIDUCIARY DUTIES

Besides enhancing corporate pluralism, Benefit Corps. illuminate, and partially meliorate, the continuing confusion over three related subjects in corporate law: the corporation’s best interests, corporate purpose, and fiduciary duties. This Part will begin with a brief description of general corporate law’s disjointed treatment of these subjects and then turn to how Benefit Corp. statutes handle them in an improved but still unsatisfactory manner. This stems from Benefit Corp. statutes adopting a somewhat more “corporate-centric” than shareholder-centric focus, while also confusingly including elements of a multi-stakeholder approach. This reflects, and perpetuates, a continued

---

69 MONSM, supra note 58, at 124.
70 CML V, LLC v. Bax, 28 A.3d 1037, 1043 (Del. 2011) (“[I]t is hardly absurd for the General Assembly to design a system promoting maximum business entity diversity.”).
theoretical and doctrinal failure in corporate law to articulate a truly “corporate” theory of the business corporation.

A. Traditional Corporate Law

Corporate law doctrine frequently refers to the “best interests of the corporation” and to fiduciary duties, but only infrequently to corporate purpose. Cases like Dodge and eBay are, after all, few and far between. And no corporate statute states that a corporation must maximize profits or shareholder wealth. Rather, all corporate statutes are silent and agnostic on purpose, speaking to “purpose” only by way of permitting a corporation to conduct “any lawful business or purposes.”

The issue of how corporate purpose relates to the legal mainstays of fiduciary duties and a corporation’s best interests arises because the corporation is a legal person distinct from its various constituencies. Being a distinctive person, but not human, the corporation does not govern itself. It is governed by a board of directors, the body charged with directing the corporation’s business and affairs. Given that this governing body must oversee the business and affairs of the “corporation,” not those of the shareholders, it is routinely stated that the “best interests of the corporation” should be the directors’ focus. The Model Business Corporation Act states this explicitly, and Delaware, in lacking a statutory standard of care, states this through its formulation of the duty of loyalty and the business judgment rule.

But that invites this question: As these governing officials navigate the corporate entity, where are they headed with it? What is the

71 There are countless such cases in Delaware. See, e.g., Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362, 369–70 (Del. 2006); Brehm v. Eisner, 746 A.2d 244, 264 & n.66 (Del. 2000); Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1984), overruled on other grounds by Brehm, 746 A.2d. 244.
75 MODEL BUS. CORP. ACT § 8.30(a) (2010).
76 See, e.g., § 141(a).
“direction” in which the company is to be steered as they “direct” its affairs? In other words, what goal or purpose(s) are directors striving to attain for the corporation? One possible answer is that these officials should advance and “maximize” the interests of the corporation qua corporation, that is, as a business enterprise that should succeed and flourish as an enterprise. Another possible answer is that a corporation’s best interests, and so too its purpose, are to proficiently serve the consumers of the products and/or services produced by the company. Some support for this interpretation of corporate purpose is found in the statutory provision permitting a corporation to pursue “any lawful business or purposes.” Designed to combat ultra vires concerns if a company’s charter did not expressly permit entry into a particular line of business, the provision suggests “purpose” means type of business. Thus, the best interests and purpose of an automobile company, organized to manufacture and sell automobiles, are to serve well the interests of auto consumers. Only by succeeding (and surviving) in that endeavor can the auto company itself, as a consequence, flourish, as well as provide returns to all who contribute to its corporate success. And with many firms in many industries in many markets, different corporations, by serving different consumers, have very particularized “best interests” and purposes.

In these views, corporate profits and wealth for shareholders are an outcome, or an “effect,” not the initial, essential purpose of the business. And they are a pre-condition for continued long-term enterprise success, but not, as such, the purpose pursued by the corporation, nor are they equivalent to the corporation’s best interests. This point was captured by Mark Zuckerberg, the Facebook founder, in his letter to shareholders accompanying the filing of Facebook’s registration statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. There, he stated that Facebook did not “build services to make money; we make money to build better services.”

Today, there may be no mandatory corporate purpose under corporate law or even a clearly delineated default purpose. The law, it seems, is rightly agnostic on corporate purpose, permitting anything

---

81 For example, the Official Comment to § 8.30(a) of the Model Business Corporation Act states that in “[t]he phrase ‘best interests of the corporation’ . . . [t]he term ‘corporation’ is a surrogate for the business enterprise as well as a frame of reference encompassing the shareholder body.” § 8.30(a) cmt.

This concept of “entity maximization” as the appropriate governance focus is developed by British corporate scholar Andrew Keay. See ANDREW KEAY, THE CORPORATE OBJECTIVE 173–275 (2011).

82 See, e.g., DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 101(b) (2011); see also supra text accompanying note 75.


84 Facebook, Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) 68 (Feb. 1, 2012).
“lawful.” It might be preferable, as a matter of statutory drafting, to specify a default purpose—likely profit maximization, given current business norms—coupled with language clearly permitting pursuit of some other purpose or combination of purposes. Oregon, for example, currently allows a provision in a corporation’s articles of incorporation that authorizes or directs the conducting of the business in an environmentally and socially responsible manner. The American Law Institute’s Principles of Corporate Governance states that such a limitation on a pure profit-making objective would be permissible.

Former Chancellor William Chandler, in the eBay decision, however, and current Chancellor Leo Strine, in defending the eBay opinion, take a different approach. According to them, the fiduciary duties of those who are, statutorily, required by law to direct and advance the best interests of the “corporation,” not shareholders, are said to obligate directors, as a matter of “corporate” purpose, to promote the interests of just one stakeholder, i.e., the “stockholders.” As former Chancellor Chandler stated: “Having chosen a for-profit corporate form, the craigslist directors are bound by the fiduciary duties and standards that accompany that form,” including “acting to promote the value of the corporation for the benefit of its stockholders.” And Chancellor Strine states bluntly, if matter of factly, that “the corporate law requires directors, as a matter of their duty of loyalty, to pursue a good faith strategy to maximize profits for the stockholders.” Strine does not even

---

85 OR. REV. STAT. § 60.047(2)(e) (2011).
86 PRINCIPLES OF CORP. GOVERNANCE: ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS § 2.01 reporter’s n.6 (1994). The American Law Institute’s reporter’s note indicates that “all” of the shareholders would have to agree to such a provision, but it is hard to see why that would be necessary given a state’s reserved power to amend its corporate statute. The election should then be by the usual required statutory vote to amend the articles or certificate of incorporation.
87 See eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 35 (Del. Ch. 2010). eBay is more fully assessed in Johnson, supra note 19.
88 Strine, supra note 27.
89 See DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141(a) (2011).
90 See sources cited supra notes 87–88. By way of contrast, in Canada, the fiduciary duty of loyalty is owed to the corporation. Canada Business Corporations Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-44, § 122(1)(a). In discharging that duty, directors may consider the impact of decisions on shareholders or other stakeholders. BCE Inc. v. 1976 Debentureholders, [2008] 3 S.C.R. 560, paras. 81–84 (Can.).
91 eBay, 16 A.3d at 34. He goes on to state that “[d]irectors of a for-profit Delaware corporation cannot . . . defend a business strategy that openly eschews stockholder wealth maximization—at least not consistently with the directors’ fiduciary duties under Delaware law.” Id. at 35.
92 Strine, supra note 27, at 155. He also states that, “as a matter of corporate law, the object of the corporation is to produce profits for the stockholders.” Id. at 151 (emphasis added).
mention the corporation in this sentence or explain the shift from a “corporate” focus to one centered on “shareholders.” Like Chandler, he leapfrogs from fiduciary duties over the corporation and its best interests to reach shareholders as the ultimate recipient of those duties. The “corporation,” despite being a separate legal entity and meaningful institutional body, and despite the legal touchstone of its “best interests,” becomes, as to purpose, a mere cipher or semantic stand-in for shareholders. This stands in contrast to Canada, for example, where the duty of loyalty runs to the corporation itself, not directly to the shareholders.93

Neither Chandler nor Strine—following Dodge here95—cite any persuasive authority for their assertions. And it is odd, given statutory agnosticism on corporate purpose,96 that judges could mandate a singular objective for all businesses, even one not chosen by the company’s governing officials. Moreover, to fault directors for failing to do what Chandler and Strine state they must do also would seem to revive the ghost of ultra vires—the widely thought dead, but apparently only slumbering, doctrine that a corporation has acted outside its permitted scope,97 a doctrine put to rest statutorily.98 In other words, in Chancellor Chandler’s view, craigslist’s directors charted craigslist toward a prohibited destination, a sort of legal “no fly” zone.99 Yet no court actually has ordered a company’s directors to abandon the business strategy it criticizes; a lesser remedy is imposed.100 In part, this reflects the nature of the judicial function. Judges address only the particular claims and desired relief that are brought before them. They cannot and do not mandate that governing officials maximize shareholder wealth. They can only prohibit them from taking particularized actions. In Dodge, the plaintiffs sought more dividends.101 In eBay, the plaintiffs sought the nullification of certain anti-takeover measures.102 Neither plaintiff sought an injunction or other remedy that would have prohibited directors from pursuing the criticized business strategy,

93 See supra text accompanying notes 78–80.
94 See supra note 90.
96 See Elhauge, supra note 73, at 738; see also supra text accompanying notes 74–75.
97 See supra note 83 and accompanying text.
99 See supra note 91 and accompanying text.
100 The Dodge court ordered Ford Motor Company to distribute additional dividends, and the eBay court nullified certain anti-takeover defensive measures adopted by craigslist. See supra notes 23–28 and accompanying text.
102 eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 6–7 (Del. Ch. 2010).
neither the *Dodge* nor the *eBay* court altered corporate strategy. For judges who routinely recite the vaunted business judgment rule,\footnote{See, e.g., *Brehm* v. *Eisner*, 746 A.2d 244, 264 & n.66 (Del. 2000); *Aronson* v. *Lewis*, 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1984), overruled on other grounds by *Brehm*, 746 A.2d 244.} moreover, one core rationale for which is that directors, not judges, govern corporations,\footnote{DELA. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141(a) (2011). See generally Lyman Johnson, *The Modest Business Judgment Rule*, 55 BUS. LAW. 625 (2000) (describing rationales for the business judgment rule).} the granting of such extraordinary and meddlesome relief would seem quite unlikely. Judges may be expressing their views about a corporate purpose as they fashion remedial relief, but they leave that purpose intact.

Moreover, the unelected judges in Delaware have been, historically speaking, very reluctant to equate corporate purpose with stockholder wealth, as the turbulent takeover era of the 1980s revealed.\footnote{See Lyman Johnson, *The Delaware Judiciary and the Meaning of Corporate Life and Corporate Law*, 68 TEX. L. REV. 865, 934 (1990) (noting Delaware’s “doctrinal expression of ambivalent social expectations of corporate behavior”).} In fact, only when the demise of the corporation is at hand or control over its direction shifts away from dispersed shareholders does stockholder wealth become the sole purpose.\footnote{Paramount Commc’ns Inc. v. *QVC Network Inc.*, 637 A.2d 34, 50 (Del. 1994); *Revlon*, Inc. v. *MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc.*, 506 A.2d 173, 182 (Del. 1986).} But those scenarios are essentially either a corporate dissolution setting, where assets always are supposed to be liquidated for the best price and claimants are all paid accordingly, or a setting where control over the direction of the enterprise is fundamentally changing. Those are very different contexts than an ongoing business pursuing an identified corporate purpose.

The key point here is simply to show how, in those few cases where corporate purpose is even addressed, certain judges transmute the statutory mandate (and the corresponding fiduciary duties of directors) to direct and advance the best interests of the corporation—whatever its line of business and business products or services may be—into the singular goal of advancing one stakeholder’s interests, that of stockholders.\footnote{Professor Stephen Bainbridge makes a similar move in stating he does not think “it’s useful to ask the question of what purpose does the law mandate the corporation pursue?” Stephen Bainbridge, *Is It Useful to Think About Corporations as Having a “Purpose”?*, PROFESSORBAINBRIDGE.COM (May 6, 2012, 1:56 PM), http://www.professorbainbridge.com/professorbainbridgecom/2012/05/is-it-useful-to-think-about-corporations-as-having-a-purpose.html. Bainbridge goes on to say that “it is far more preferable to operationalize this discussion as a question of the fiduciary duties of corporate officers and directors rather than as a corporate purpose.” Id. A recent article on Benefit Corps. similarly collapses corporate purpose into the separate issue of fiduciary duties. See Justin Blount & Kwabena Offe-Danso, *The Benefit Corporation: A Questionable Solution to a Non-existent Problem*, 44 ST. MARY’S L.J. (forthcoming 2013).} In this way, the corporation, as a distinct legal form of
organization and as a meaningful social-economic institution distinguishable from its constituencies, is disregarded. And the corporation’s role as a social institution aiming to serve, as Peter Drucker observed it must,\textsuperscript{108} some purpose outside itself also remains unacknowledged. It also confuses the fiduciary duties of directors—i.e., an admonition to be careful and loyal in how they act—with the more fundamental issue of what their job even is as they direct and navigate corporate affairs.

There is much in 2013 that remains legally murky and conceptually odd about all this in modern corporate law and theory, and more can and should be said.\textsuperscript{109} What is instructive from a comparative organizational-form vantage point, however, is to shift attention to Benefit Corp. statutes to see how they handle the interrelationship of fiduciary duties, best interests of the corporation, and corporate purpose.

**B. Benefit Corps.**

Concerned about what they believe to be a legal requirement for corporations to maximize shareholder wealth as a matter of corporate purpose—and regarding it as a fiduciary duty—proponents of social enterprise crafted Benefit Corp. statutes to avoid that supposed mandate.\textsuperscript{110} As to corporate purpose, the statutes require that one purpose of a Benefit Corp. must be to advance a “general public benefit.” That phrase typically means a “material positive impact on society and the environment, taken as a whole.”\textsuperscript{111} Noticeably, the corporate purpose has a general “external” focus rather than a particular stakeholder focus. It would seem an improvement in this regard to permit a focus on society “or” the environment, rather than both, to allow the pursuit of socially useful benefits having no particular benefit to the environment or vice versa.\textsuperscript{112} The statutes also permit the pursuit of one or more “specific

\begin{flushright}
108 Peter Drucker stated that “[i]f we want to know what a business is we have to start with its purpose. And its purpose must lie outside of the business itself. In fact, it must lie in society since a business enterprise is an organ of society.” Peter F. Drucker, *The Practice of Management* 37 (HarperCollins 2006) (1954).
109 See sources cited supra note 19.
110 See White Paper, supra note 5, at 7–14; Clark & Babson, supra note 72, at 825.
Thus, a general public benefit is a required corporate purpose, and one or more specific public benefits are permitted corporate purposes. The statutes do not preclude pursuit of additional corporate purposes, such as making profits and paying dividends to shareholders. Consequently, as a theoretical matter at least, a Benefit Corp. that pursued a public benefit could also seek to enhance corporate profits and shareholder wealth, perhaps to a considerable degree. The difference is both that Benefit Corps. need not maximize profits and must advance a public benefit.

Turning from corporate purpose to the issue of the “best interests of the corporation,” Benefit Corp. statutes generally link that issue to corporate purpose in a coherent and ingenious way. They typically provide that the creation of a general public benefit or a specific public benefit is deemed to be in the best interests of the corporation. This alignment of corporate purpose with corporate best interests does more than simply reject traditional corporate law’s not-so-subtle leap from a directorial obligation to serve the corporation’s best interests to shareholder wealth maximization as a corporate purpose. Having initially rejected shareholder wealth maximization as a required corporate purpose in favor of advancing general/specific public benefits, Benefit Corp. statutes then go on to posit a legal congruence between the corporation’s best interests and its public benefit corporate purpose.

Consistently, and keeping the focus on the corporation rather than on one stakeholder within the corporation, the statutes thus coherently accord more “flexibility” with respect to corporate purpose. CAL. CORP. CODE §§ 2602(b)(2)(A)–(B) (West Supp. 2013). Such corporations may advance the interests of specified stakeholders and/or the community and society and/or the environment. Id.; see also Brakman Reiser, supra note 6, at 595 n.22; Murray, supra note 3, at 24.

113 See CAL. CORP. CODE § 14610(b) (West Supp. 2013). These “specific public benefits” include, among other benefits, “[p]roviding low-income or underserved individuals or communities with beneficial products or services,” “[p]reserving the environment,” “[i]mproving human health,” and “[t]he accomplishment of any other particular benefit for society or the environment.” CAL. CORP. CODE § 14601(e) (West Supp. 2013). Note that in the last phrase the benefit can be to society “or” the environment, unlike the “and” in the general public benefit requirement.

114 See, e.g., MD. CODE ANN., CORPS. & ASS’NS § 5-6C-06(c) (West Supp. 2012); VA. CODE ANN. § 13.1-787(B) (2011).

115 This equating of the corporation’s best interests with the corporation’s public benefit purpose(s) does, however, mean that other corporate purposes, such as pursuing profits or shareholder wealth, are not likewise equated with the corporation’s best interests in the statute. Thus, to create financial benefits of whatever magnitude for investors without creating a public benefit would not fall within the statutory definition of the corporation’s best interests. In this way, although a Benefit Corp. can pursue financial purposes along with public benefit purposes, only the latter are equated with the corporation’s best interests.
align the corporation’s best interests with the ongoing pursuit of the purpose(s) for which the corporation was formed.\textsuperscript{116}

So far, this linkage avoids the category shift from a corporate focus to a shareholder focus seen in such cases like \textit{Dodge} and \textit{eBay} that address corporate purpose.\textsuperscript{117} As to fiduciary duties, then, one might think they also would be aligned accordingly in Benefit Corp. statutes. That is, the fiduciary duties of directors should be to carefully and loyally advance the best interests of the corporation, and, since the best interests of the corporation relate to its public benefit, the duties would be to pursue the avowed public benefits—i.e., to advance the corporation’s purpose(s). This would deftly harmonize fiduciary duties, corporate purpose, and the best interests of the corporation.

Instead, with respect to director duties, most Benefit Corp. statutes take an odd turn. The statutes typically require directors, in considering the best interests of the corporation, to consider the effects of any action (or decision not to act) on a number of stakeholders.\textsuperscript{118} Thus, in contrast to the constituency statutes embedded in many traditional corporate statutes, which simply permit consideration of stakeholder interests,\textsuperscript{119} Benefit Corp. statutes mandate it.\textsuperscript{120} In doing so, however, these laws seem to formulate fiduciary duties in stakeholder terms, not in terms of the corporation’s best interests or furthering corporate purposes.

To be sure, most statutes include in the list of factors that directors must consider the interest of the Benefit Corp. itself and its ability to accomplish its general/specific public benefit.\textsuperscript{121} Indeed, Hawaii coherently focuses only on the latter, along with shareholders, and dispenses with mandatory consideration of any other stakeholders.\textsuperscript{122}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{116} See statutes cited supra note 114.
\item \textsuperscript{117} See supra Part III.A.
\item \textsuperscript{119} See supra note 29 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{120} See statutes cited supra note 118. This faulty move is only heightened in the recent amendments to the Model Benefit Corporation legislation. There, a business judgment rule is codified for directors and officers. Model Benefit Corp. Legislation §§ 301(a), 303(a) (Bill Clark Jan. 26, 2012). Each group is to act in the “best interests of the benefit corporation.” \textit{Id}. Yet, in comments to those sections, it is stated that a determination of the corporation’s best interests requires consideration of stakeholder interests. \textit{Id}. §§ 301 cmt, 303 cmt. This undermines the correlation between corporate purpose and corporate best interests noted earlier. See supra notes 114–16 and accompanying text. Moreover, for officers, who are agents of the corporation itself, their duty is to the entity. It is not clear what the theoretical rationale is for requiring them to consider interests other than those of their principal, as agency principles require.
\end{itemize}
After all, if the statutory policy goal were mandatory consideration of stakeholders, one could simply make existing constituency statutes mandatory and state that maximizing stakeholder wellbeing of some sort is the corporate purpose, or a Benefit Corp. could make the wellbeing of one or more particular stakeholder groups an avowed “specific” benefit. Maryland, by contrast, does not even include within enumerated factors the ability to accomplish the corporation’s avowed public benefits. In Maryland, consequently, directors must consider various stakeholders but need not consider the company’s ability to accomplish its very purpose, a purpose defined as being in the company’s best interests.

The upshot is a missed opportunity to bring conceptual and doctrinal harmony to the interrelationship of corporate purpose, a corporation’s best interests, and fiduciary duties that has long been missing in corporate law. Instead, Benefit Corps. usefully equate the first two, but most do not then go on—as, notably, Hawaii does—to synchronize them with the third. Instead, most seem to adopt a multi-stakeholder focus, not a truly “corporate” focus. And this illuminates the root problem with those theoretical proposals (and now laws) that seek to displace a shareholder-centric view of fiduciary duties with a stakeholder-centric view. Doing so simply adds to the number of individual interests clamoring for the attention and duties of directors. Instead of attending solely to stockholder wellbeing, directors are required to consider the wellbeing of multiple interests, whereas they should attend exclusively to the corporation’s best interests and to advancing its avowed institutional purposes.

The point here is not simply that this is troubling on the grounds that to serve many interests directors really serve none, as many argue, a typical critique of stakeholder theories dating back to Adolf Berle. The point instead is that in renouncing shareholder primacy, and having invoked the “corporation” and its public benefits as the apparent organizational and legal focus, Benefit Corp. statutes then

---

123 Confusingly, some proponents apparently do believe the objective of Benefit Corps. is to maximize stakeholder value. See Murray, supra note 3, at 30 (citing example).
124 See Md. CODE ANN., CORPS. & ASS’NS § 5-6C-07(a)(1).
125 Id.
126 HAW. REV. STAT. § 420D-6(a)(1); see also supra text accompanying note 122.
127 See, e.g., Murray, supra note 3, at 27–29; Briana Cummings, Note, Benefit Corporations: How To Enforce a Mandate To Promote the Public Interest, 112 COLUM. L. REV. 578 (2012).
seemingly abandon that larger institutional objective on the fiduciary duties issue.\footnote{129} These statutes, in other words, renounced shareholder primacy as to corporate purpose but did not carry through on a fully corporate-centered, mission-oriented focus on fiduciary duties. There is no necessary reason why a corporation cannot usefully advance a public benefit without also requiring the board to consider a range of individual stakeholders. They can be linked of course, but they are conceptual horses of a different color. If certain stakeholder interests were truly deemed to be “corporately” important, they should be included in the definition of public benefit (general or specific), and thereby they would be an element of the corporate purpose.

Benefit Corp. laws thus fail to fully advance a new institutional model of the corporation as representing a larger common good of shared values and mutual commitments—with no mandatory consideration of any interest not identified as advancing that particular corporate purpose—as opposed to an association of a now larger but still fragmented group of stakeholding individuals.\footnote{130} Beyond failing at the level of firm theory, these statutes also fail to move us beyond the individualistic, self-interested anthropological understanding of constituencies we see in traditional corporate law and its neoclassical premises.\footnote{131} Lacking is a conception of business participants as motivated by, and playing the role of serving, the larger, common good of the institution. This may stem from the nebulous nature of “public benefit,” and so corporate purpose in these statutes simply leaves an array of stakeholders as a somewhat more tangible directorial focus. Nonetheless, it obscures the manner in which all stakeholder interests should be secondary to overall corporate purpose. Benefit Corps. would be well advised to articulate more fully what their corporate mission/purpose really is, in a way going beyond the statutory bare bones.

The lack of a fully conceptualized theory of corporateness or of an anthropology of corporate constituencies in Benefit Corp. statutes is seen as well in the liability and remedial provisions of those laws. Most statutes—New York and Maryland being exceptions\footnote{132}—provide for a...
“benefit enforcement proceeding” cause of action, the exclusive remedy. California specially provides for no director, officer, or corporate liability for monetary damages. Hawaii, Maryland, and Virginia, by contrast, absolve directors of monetary liability so long as they comply with the generally applicable standards for directors of all corporations. Moreover, no duty is owed to beneficiaries of the public benefit purpose of the Benefit Corp. and, notwithstanding that directors must consider many stakeholder interests, apparently no duty is owed to them. This latter point, that there is no correlative ability of stakeholders to claim a breach of a duty owed to them that would mirror the directors’ duty to consider their interests, reveals the conceptual muddle.

A benefit enforcement proceeding may be brought only by persons specified in the statute, typically the corporation itself, directors, and shareholders. No statute confers standing to bring such an action on those stakeholders—except shareholders—whose interests must be considered by directors. Thus, nonshareholder stakeholders neither are said to be owed a fiduciary duty—even though their interests must be considered by directors—nor do they have standing to begin an enforcement proceeding. A shareholder, however, may bring an enforcement proceeding on the ground, among others, that directors failed to consider stakeholder interests. Shareholders alone, therefore, are the policing mechanism in this regard, not any other stakeholders. Consequently, Benefit Corps. are only partially, but not fully, predicated on a multi-stakeholder conception of the corporate firm even with

134 Id.
135 CAL. CORP. CODE §§ 14620(f), 14622(c), 14623(c) (West Supp. 2013).
136 HAW. REV. STAT. § 420D-6(b) (West Supp. 2011); MD. CODE ANN., CORPS. & ASS’NS § 5-6C-07(c) (West Supp. 2012); VA. CODE ANN. § 13.1-788(C) (2011).
137 MD. CODE ANN., CORPS. & ASS’NS § 5-6C-07(b) (West Supp. 2012); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 11A, § 21.11(e) (2010).
138 See supra note 118 and accompanying text.
139 See, e.g., VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 11A, § 21.09(e) (2010) (creating a director duty only to those persons who are entitled to bring an enforcement proceeding).
140 E.g., HAW. REV. STAT. § 420D-10 (West Supp. 2011); VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 11A, § 21.13(b) (2010).
141 See supra note 118 and accompanying text.
143 Shareholders of Benefit Corps. can also, presumably, bring an action for director failure to comply with duties owed to shareholders, as in all corporations. And of course, shareholders alone vote for directors and can remove directors, usually with or without cause. Contrary to a suggestion made by Blount and Offei-Danso, Blount & Offei-Danso, supra note 107, it is extremely unlikely that the shareholders’ right to elect and remove directors would be impeded by a court order mandating that a director be reinstated.
respect to fiduciary duties and enforcement actions. They truly are hybrid vehicles, combining a novel mandatory consideration of stakeholders with the more traditional enforcement rights of directors and shareholders. Thus, Benefit Corp. statutes neither adopt a full-fledged, exclusively corporation-focused model that aligns corporate purpose, best interests, and fiduciary duties, nor do they adopt a fully rendered stakeholder model.

Benefit Corp. statutes reflect a deep clash between an exclusively “external” focus with respect to corporate purpose and public benefit, on the one hand, and a partially “internal” multi-stakeholder focus, on the other hand. This clash is not unexpected given current corporate theory’s failure to reconcile a theory of the corporation as a firm with the corporation’s overarching purpose in the larger society. To be somewhat more faithful to a true “corporate” and mission-centered approach to fiduciary duties, however, Benefit Corp. statutes could follow the example of Hawaii. Hawaii provides that directors and shareholders may bring direct or derivative actions to enforce the corporate purposes and to enforce the public benefit purposes as well as the director standard of conduct.144 Given that in Hawaii the directors must consider only how an action affects shareholders and the avowed public benefits145—not any other stakeholders—this adopts a truer “corporate” conception of a firm that more sensibly aligns fiduciary duties with corporate purpose and the best interests of the corporation. All three of these in Hawaii have a coherent corporate, mission-centered thrust. To be sure, shareholder interests must still be considered and shareholders may bring enforcement proceedings,146 but that is because Benefit Corps. also have a corporate purpose of helping shareholders, in addition to advancing a public benefit purpose.

IV. ARE BENEFIT CORPS. GOOD FOR OTHER CORPORATIONS’ SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY?

Numerous points have been made in the debate over whether social enterprise generally—and Benefit Corps. in particular—will enhance

146 Id. § 420D-10.
corporate responsibility. Concerns include whether investors will fund hybrid ventures that afford them neither a tax deduction, as do charitable contributions to certain nonprofit entities, nor a market rate of return. The supposed considerable size of the market for socially responsible investing—disputed by Professor Benjamin Richardson—leads some to argue that many investors will “blend the desire for profits with the desire for social good.”

Tranches of debt or equity offering returns ranging from a market rate for one or more layers of debt/equity, but below market rates to other senior and less risky layers provided by more mission-driven “social” investors, might aid in capital formation. Certainly, providing ex ante an option to exit at some point would facilitate attracting capital, either via a market for the securities or contractually bargained for liquidity rights. More generally, the entire social investment phenomenon must address whether such investing is a business-driven strategy to make profits or is grounded on broader social and ethical criteria.

Concerns also have been raised about the size of the consumer market for Benefit Corp. goods and services. Many people, responding to surveys or polls, report that a purveyor’s social responsibility matters to them, but whether they actually behave in accordance with their responses is less clear. David Vogel, a professor at Haas School of Business (Berkeley), concludes that what he calls the “market for virtue” is “best understood as a niche rather than a generic strategy.” And he believes that “few consumers, investors, and employees are actually willing to ‘vote’ for [corporate social responsibility] in the marketplace.”

---

147 See generally Brakman Reiser, supra note 6; Murray, supra note 3.
149 Benjamin I. Richardson, Are Social Investors Influential?, 9 EUR. COMPANY L. 133, 134 (2012) (arguing the social investment market is much smaller than many report).
151 See Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 93.
152 This is very ably described by Professor Benjamin I. Richardson. See generally Richardson, supra note 149.
153 Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 81–82.
154 See Cummings, supra note 127, at 583 n.35; see also Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 93.
156 Id. at 3.
157 Id. at 14.
As with activity in the capital markets, at this stage we do not have sufficient experience and empirical data on consumer behavior in the Benefit Corp. market segment to know whether mission-customer loyalty, “branding,” or other features of Benefit Corp. marketing strategy will succeed.\(^{158}\) It also may be challenging for legitimate Benefit Corps. to truly and convincingly distinguish themselves from traditional companies making similar claims, whether or not those companies actually behave in that manner.\(^{159}\) At the start-up stage, moreover, a Benefit Corp. is going to be limited in geographic distribution and, within that area, in consumer segments. Thus, a Benefit Corp. must be fairly certain it can succeed in its niche, probably more so than the average corporation, because there is a decided potential for consumer confusion/misinformation. But when a company does succeed in a niche, it may gain a snowballing edge with consumers who wish to be \textit{au courant} in their purchases, as they acquire status along with a good or service. And if consumers generally begin to associate corporate social responsibility with Benefit Corps., and social irresponsibility with more traditional corporations, that may have spillover benefits for using the Benefit Corp. form of business.

These and related concerns about the viability of social enterprise and Benefit Corps., given market realities, all focus on their ability to directly influence corporate responsibility through their own behavior. But another slant on the larger corporate responsibility issue is to ask whether and how entry of Benefit Corps. into the marketplace will influence corporate responsibility as engaged in by traditional for-profit firms. Will such behavior be negatively affected, actually increase, or not be altered at all?

Ultimately, this too is an empirical question as to which greater longitudinal data is needed. There are some reasons at this stage to conjecture that the impact will be adverse. For example, to the extent Benefit Corps. represent a segmenting of the market, some traditional firms might be glad to abandon at least some of their social responsibility initiatives—if not the rhetoric—on the rationale that now those “are for Benefit Corps. to do.” This view might be accompanied by the legal argument that legislation authorizing special vehicles for social enterprise—i.e., Benefit Corps.—implies that traditional corporations should maintain, if not heighten, their predominant focus on profits and shareholder wealth.\(^{160}\) Corporate responsibility that does not harm

\(^{158}\) See Brakman Reiser, \textit{supra} note 6, at 621–24.

\(^{159}\) Cf. White Paper, \textit{supra} note 5, at 3–5 (making an argument for Benefit Corps. in this regard).

\(^{160}\) See Callison, \textit{supra} note 10 (arguing that Benefit Corp. legislative history could have negative and unintended consequences for understandings of what traditional
profits would therefore be fine, but not such activity as might reduce profits. Social responsibility activity would then become a niche in the larger market rather than exist pervasively, if modestly, in many businesses. Also, if Benefit Corps. flounder, or simply fail to be real game changers, management at traditional corporations might interpret that as a signal from the consuming and investing public that social enterprise is more honored in those markets by the breach than the observance.\footnote{\textsuperscript{161}}

These and other arguments suggest Benefit Corps. might set back traditional corporate responsibility. But at this early stage there also are reasons to think Benefit Corps. will have a positive effect on social responsibility in the traditional sector. For example, whatever their time horizon, savvy investors in Benefit Corps. likely will, ex ante, contemplate their “exit strategy.” Some might see the Benefit Corp. simply as an incubator for the social enterprise strategy. If and when the company demonstrates the existence of a significant market, the Benefit Corp. might be sold to a traditional company seeking to enter that market, possibly growing it through leveraging certain economies of scale.\footnote{\textsuperscript{162}}

In this absorption strategy, some Benefit Corps. at least would vie to demonstrate profitability along with public benefit. Admittedly, these purposes may clash. But they currently clash in all Benefit Corps. whether or not they sell because Benefit Corps. are multipurpose ventures that seek profits and public benefit.

It is possible that acquisition-minded companies will tend to purchase those Benefit Corps. whose strategy is somewhat skewed toward earning profits over advancing a public benefit. If that strategy by the acquired Benefit Corp. found a favorable market reception, however, there would be no rational reason to abandon it. It would simply reveal a range of strategies within the social enterprise sector itself, the “pluralism” noted earlier.\footnote{\textsuperscript{163}} Moreover, there remains an overall net increase in socially responsible behavior.

And if post-acquisition a somewhat “less responsible” but more profitable Benefit Corp. target proves nonetheless to be a bad fit, the company could be restructured along more responsible lines or divested

\footnote{\textsuperscript{161} See \textit{William Shakespeare}, \textit{Hamlet} act 1, sc. 4.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{162} Professors Katz and Page report that, after purchasing Ben and Jerry’s, Unilever continued certain socially responsible business practices of that company. \textit{Antony Page & Robert A. Katz}, \textit{Freezing Out Ben & Jerry: Corporate Law and the Sale of a Social Enterprise Icon}, 35 Vt. L. REV. 211, 211–12, 214 (2010).}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{163} See supra Part II.}
to someone who could refocus the business. In both the success and failure settings, at least a traditional company has entered social enterprise and sought to grow the activity. And the acquirer, in communicating that it has entered this area, may find it experiences a “halo effect” in which consumers form a positive impression of the acquirer that will extend to its other products and services.

For the “purist” Benefit Corps. and their investors who eschew the sale exit option, success by the Benefit Corp. will nonetheless demonstrate to traditional corporations that a viable market exists. The traditional company may then enter the market and compete against the Benefit Corp. To the extent it delivers the same kind of product or service, albeit to generate meaningful profits, it has advanced the same consumer goal as the pathbreaking Benefit Corp. Benefit Corps. here, then, will have produced a positive “externality” in this market segment.

Moreover, Benefit Corps. that do not sell, but later find themselves competing with larger for-profit companies, must innovate to maintain (or increase) their market share. Their smaller size and sharper, local focus may permit quicker adaptation, thereby outmaneuvering larger but slower-footed organizations.

Finally, the existence of Benefit Corps. might encourage traditional companies to increase their level of contributions to “quasi-philanthropic” organizations. Currently, for-profit corporations make various contributions to charity or other social service organizations, typically formed as nonprofit organizations. Benefit Corps. might afford an additional outlet where companies, without reducing contributions to nonprofits, could invest to support the Benefit Corps.’ social missions while also expecting some sort of positive financial return. Moreover, news of the traditional company’s support of social enterprise might once again garner it a useful “halo effect” for its other products or services.

CONCLUSION

Benefit Corp. legislation may stem from faulty and debatable understandings of corporate law and history, but it usefully advances pluralism in corporate forms of organization. These statutes facilitate, but do not mandate, the formation of for-profit companies to promote a larger societal objective. Neither corporate governance itself nor the essential architecture of corporation statutes is significantly altered in this reform. These statutes, by linking corporate activity to a larger, external purpose, can help legitimate corporate power in the broader society at a time of widespread disenchantment with most things

---

corporate. Whether Benefit Corps. make real inroads with capital providers and consumers, and alter the overall type and amount of corporate responsibility, remains to be seen.

At the doctrinal and theory level, Benefit Corp. statutes illuminate the unresolved muddle in corporate law doctrine and theory concerning the inter-relationship among corporate purpose, a corporation’s best interests, and fiduciary duties. Benefit Corp. statutes harmonize the first two areas, but, reflecting persistent failures to articulate a truly compelling corporate theory, they confusingly and half-heartedly invoke elements of stakeholder theory instead of fully promoting an overarching, corporate-centric approach that makes neither shareholders nor a medley of stakeholders the ultimate focal point of corporate endeavor.